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Monsta x minhyuk

Home » Member Profiles » Minhyuk (Monsta X) Facts and Profiles; Minhyuk's ideal facts and profiles (Monsta X) Full name Minhyuk ideal type: Lee Min-hyuk position (cumshot혁): Singer, pictured, face of the group birthday: November 3, 1993 Zodiac: Scorpio Height: 179 Weight: 65 kg (143 lbs) Blood Type: Instagram:
@go5rae M. Minhyuk Facts:- He was born in Gwangju, South Korea - he lives in Seoul, but he learned to speak Satori from his parents. - Min Hyuk has a brother who already served in the army. He says she's very tall, and he's after her (Deokspatch X - Ep. 7 Idol Beef World) - he's the mood creator of the group,
lightening the mood with his jokes and comedy personality - specialization: joking – when the TV show doesn't mercy begins, he's an outsider, and many viewers say he's not going to line up the last of the group - however he proves that everyone is wrong because he's a key member of the group - members of his
group say he's the soul of a group that maintains a vibrant atmosphere with his jokes. - He has a strong desire to appear on variety shows and MC in musical performances - he wears a modified lens - Min Hyuk always wears an iPad around - he can't swim - he's hard to wake up - he's the hardest member to convince
him to take a shower - he doesn't like hearing that he's cute, but he likes to hear that he's sexy - he says he admires Soyu (sister) - he's close to UNIQ's SUNGJOO, GOT7's Mark, Seventeen's Jeonghan, N.Flying's Kwangjin and actor Park Bo Gum - he always liked curvy girls with fair skin - if he was left on a lonely
island with one of his members choosing Shownu (because Shownu would cook and we would eat together) or I.M (I'll make him do errands!) - - He chose Shownu as the member he presented to his sister if he had one - according to Min Hyuk, himself and Shownu complemented each other well. If I go out and do
things if I say a lot as a human, I attract him) – Min Hyuk says he wants to try red hair like Ju Hyun's hair in 'Hero' (November 10th, released Monsta X interview) – He's the most confident on his lips. He can hold up to 2 cups of his alcohol - his favorite drink is Cola - he likes cafe lattes too - his favorite ice cream flavors
are yogurt, green tea and mango - his favorite food is sweet potatoes and pizza - his favorite food is cucumber - his favorite color is red - his favorite number is 1 - Min Hyuk is easier to cry than orange - if he had to change his name to the stage, he chose Yeha (1). The lyrics he loves so much are 잠나봐, 거 - he likes
slippers rather than sneakers – He talks a lot in mx group chats – he often charges his phone fully no matter what - Minhyuk works on his abs for a week for promoting their hero in the dormitory as a gift for Monbebes – He shares a room with Kihyun, Jooheon and I.M - Many fans thought Minhyuk was a maknae because
of his cheerful personality and maknae-like attitude . Minhyuk chose SISTAR's Soyou as his ideal type – between mercy numbers, Wonho chose Minhyuk as the most handsome trainer because he said he was very charming and always smiling. - Ideal type of Minhyuk: Fat girl, it would be nice if it is the one opposite to
me (thank you for being special with leeminhyuk.net, MBX, chxngkyunism, KaeMin22, Woiseu_MinMin, MXMH, klovesminhyuk, HyukMin22, FaceOfTheGroup, Aida Nabilah, Gabby Mesina, Rose, LeeSuh_JunDaeSoo, Martin Junior) Note: Please do not copy the contents of this page to the site/website. If you use
information from our profile, please enter a link to this post.  – Kprofiles.com you may have liked: Quiz: Who are your MONSTA X fans? How much do you like Min Hyuk? He is my bias in Monsta X 38%, 6193 votes6193 Votes - 38% of all votes are my highest bias, 34%, 5584 votes5584 Votes - 34% of total
votesHe's Among my favorite members in Monsta X, but not my bias 24%, 3863 votes 3863 - 24% of all votes561 - 3% of all votes are one of my least favorite members in Monsta X 1%, 225 votes 225 votes. Rating - 1% of all votes go back to Monsta X latest Korean comeback profile: Do you like Minhyuk? Feel free to
leave a comment below. Photo The concept for Serious Love on November 3, 1993 (age 24) singer, pictured, the face of the group Lee Min-yuk (Angkul: The 혁), or Minhyuk, was born in Gwangju, South Korea, on the 3rd day of In 1993, he was the visual and face singer of the South Korean hip-hop boy group Monsta X.
Minhyuk was the group's most personality character and never left the energy to cheer everyone up. He has four favorite colors; blue, orange, black, and red of his favorite character is a lizard. Minhyuk's most memorable moments go back to his childhood, when he was gifted with a ✖ roller blade. Many netizens just
agreed that even though they are familiar with other Otakus around them, they have never seen or found one of the things that looks good to this, and according to some fans, Minhyuk is like a serious Otaku that sometimes they can't understand what he's referencing or talking about! Firstly, Minhyuk is well known as a
big fan of 'Haikyuu': Minhyuk is excited after receiving the gift of 'Haikyuu' on the radio show: Minhyuk talks about the anime characters that his MONSTA X members would be if they were. Cosplay video for 30 minutes straight: Minhyuk shows off his otaku product: Minhyuk is very excited about the gift 'Haikyuu' jacket
from fans: all netizens put their voices together and comment. Yup, the most handsome Otaku there. I knew it was Min Hyuk as soon as I read 'The most handsome Otaku'.  That's really Otaku's face... Our love Minhyuk ~ he loves as many fans as he loves anime ~ that is the craziest Otaku face I have ever seen. Do you
know other K-Pop idols who are serious about Otakus? On December 18, Starship Entertainment revealed that the two members of the film 'The King of Mask Singer' and its staff tested positive for Covid-19. On the 15th day, we received a word that the uniformed staff tested positive this evening, adding that Minhyuk
and Kihyun were not in contact with the staff, but monsta X members and all representative staff were tested as preemptive measures MONSTA X would self-quarantining until their test results were confirmed tomorrow.  编辑 锁定 讨论 上传视频 今天的鲜花送完了? 绑定百度钱包 即可领取500朵鲜花 MONSTA X出道前
MONSTA X出道后 MONSTA X(9张) 2015年5⽉14⽇,正式发⾏⾸张EP作品《Trespass》 [8] 正 9⽉ 7 ⽇,9⽉ 7 ⽇,Blowjobs专辑《THR》》 ⽇ 10⽉22 ⽇,Blowjobs&amp;10⽉⽇,Blowjobs&amp;10000专辑专辑《专辑hero》  On December 2, softly winter singles were released by other artists associated with brokerage
companies, and on the same day he won the 17th MAMA Asian New Generation Asian Artist Awards, and on December 5, he participated in Scream 2016 Ai Qi Art Night and was a guest on January 14, 2016. On January 21, he won the 30th Gold Record in South Korea; STA X starred in the Aichi Network TV Good
Morning Teacher series and sang my love theme song (15); the release of the third mini-album, THE CLAN 2.5 Part.1 LOST; monsta x group planned seven members with Cosmic Girls, releasing the song DO BETTER; On August 7, the single STUCK Only was released, and on October 14, the fourth mini-album, THE
CLAN, was released, PART.2 GUILTY also topped the ITunes K-POP album chart in the U.S. and Japan, with the main song FIGHTER coming in third place on japan's iTunes K-POP Top Song chart, and the 7th wave of OST Moth for the romantic comedy MPC Shopping King Louis on October 27, 2019. เมื่อเผชิญกับ
แรงกดดันของประชาชนตอขอกลาวหาในการใชสารตองหาม มินิอัลบัม้ที่ 7 FOLLOW: FIND YOU ไดรับการปลอยตัวเมื่อวันที่ 28 ตุลาคม MONSTA X Music Album MONSTA X Music Singles เพลงปลอยเพลง Time บทนําเฉพาะคุณ (STUCK) 2016-08-07 ติดตามผลไปยังมินิอัลบัม้ที่สาม DO BETTER 2016-08-06 กับสมาชิกเจ็ดคน
คอสมิกเกิรลกรุปเพลง Touch Porcelain 2014-04-04 Zhou Xian Mad Clown มินิซีรีส Fierce รวมอยูในเพลง Attract My Woman 2015-05-01 Ki-Hsien-Zhou Xian สมแยม OST น้ิวกลาง 2015-04-28 โจวเซียน XBlack นอ็ตโคช Me 2015-01-02 โจวเซียนหมายเลข MERCY Part.1 Hieut 2015-02-27 ShowNu-Henyuan-Minhe
INTERSTELLAR 2015-02-12 โจวเซียน.M I-Henyuan NO. MERCY Part.4 0 (YOUNG) 2015-02-05 หยวนเสือ .M . MERCY Part.3 ใชแขนของคุณเปนหมอน 2015-01-15 Base Show NO MERCY Part.2 MONSTA X สรางชื่อเพลงสําหรับอัลบัม้ของนักรองคนอื่น ๆ ปลอยเวลาสัมผัสพอรซเลน Mad Clown Mini Ii Fierce 2014-04-04
MONSTA X วาไรตีโ้ชวชื่อโปรแกรม Airtime บทนํา 2015-09-09-04 ไอดอลสัปดาหที่ 16 ทัง้หมด 2015-08-14 หยินยูแกรนดแขกซีซั่น 3 ทัง้หมด 2015-07-22 ทองประมงวิทยุดาวโจวเซียน 2015-06-26 แสดงใหฉันเงิน4โจวเซียน, e01-e032015-05-29จูบวิทยุ, ทัง้หมด 2015-05-27 Li Guozhu สถานีวิทยุถนนหนุม, ทัง้หมด 2015 -05-27 ไอดอล
ของสัปดาหทัง้หมด 2015-05-26 โรงเรียนหลังจากคลับทัง้หมด 2015-05-25 YaMan TV ทัง้หมด 2015-05-25 เค.วิล's วิทยุยอดเยี่ยม, เฮงหยวน, Ki-hsien, Shownu 2015-05-14 AfreecaTV MonstaX UP Fixed Variety 2015-05-05 มารยาทสัมภาษณ 4 แสดงทัง้หมด 2015-05-00 Deokspatch X ทัง้หมด 2015-03-15 Kpop4 2014-12-16
Deokspatch All, E01-E10 2014-12-10 No Mercy At All, E01-E10 MONSTA X Photo Magazine Credit Location Photography Note Position February 1, 2015 ---- Zhou Xian, HengYuan, Yuan Hu, rookie MONSTA X Participated in the MONSTA X TV series recorded concert venues named Total 2016-07-16 MONSTA X
THE First Live X CLAN ORIGINS 2 ▪ 2016-07-16 Hannan Dong Blue Square 1 ▪ 2016-07-17 Hannan Caves Blue Square 1 Music ▪ 2020-12-6 2020Mnet Asian Music Awards Best Stage (Award) group achievement ▪ 2019-12-04 2019 Mnet Asian Music Awards World Performance Awards (award) ▪ 2018, 32nd edition of
Korea Gold Recording Awards Album Division This award (award) ▪ 2016-0 1-21 30th Korea Gold Record Source Next Generation Award (Award) ▪ 2016-01-14 25th Seoul Ballads Grand Appreciation Dance Show Appreciation (Award) ▪ 2016-01- Korean International Music Awards 05th Best Newcomer Award (▪) 2015-
2015 17th MAMA Asian Music Festival Young Asian Artists Award (▪ 20 15-2015 11-07 MMA Awards 7th Best Performance (Award) The work ▪ 2015-06-02 show korean x show seven different styles of boys, but each has its own characteristics and extraordinary strength, not only the definition of the idol to be the
brightest, but also the variety of talent and creative strength, in addition to strong street and hip-hop style, singing lyrics, expressing love, giving the warmth of love directly into the hearts of the audience, coupled with the casting modeling as the voice of all-in-one idols (Global Entertainment, The New York Times) and
The New York Times. Monsta X before starting the industry through the strength of a good reputation in the industry and close cooperation with its predecessor after special recognition (NetEase review) all collection expansion references.
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